Across the Universe
Across the Universe (Bk.1)
YA PBK R
Seventeen-year-old Amy joins her parents
as frozen cargo aboard the vast spaceship
Godspeed and expects to awaken on a
new planet 300 years in the future, but 50
years before the ship's scheduled landing,
Amy is violently woken from her frozen
slumber.
-Millions Suns (Across the Universe Bk.2)
YA PBK R
-Shades of Earth (Across the Universe
Bk.3)
YA PBK R
The Imposters
Impostors (The Impostors Bk. 1)
YA PBK W
Frey and Rafi are inseparable . . . two
edges of the same knife. But only one of
them is ever seen in public.
Frey is Rafi's twin sister-and her body
double. Their powerful father has many
enemies, and the world has grown
dangerous as the old order falls apart. So
while Rafi was raised to be the perfect
daughter, Frey has been taught to kill. Her
only purpose is to protect her sister, to
sacrifice herself for Rafi if she must. When
her father sends Frey in Rafi's place as
collateral in a precarious deal, she
becomes the perfect impostor. But Col, the
son of a rival leader, is getting close
enough to spot the killer inside her.
-Shatter City (The Imposters Bk. 2)
YA Fiction Westerfeld,S
-Mirror's Edge
YA Fiction Westerfeld,S
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Victories Greater than Death
YA FIction Anders,CTired of hiding in
obscurity on Earth, Tina, the human clone of
a brilliant alien tactician, pursues her
destiny in space, but success is elusive until
Tina and her best friend Rachel assemble a
ragtag crew of humans and set out to save
all the worlds.

The Aurora Cycle
Aurora Rising (01)
YA Fiction Kaufman,A
Told in separate voices, eighteen-year-old
Tyler Jones, top graduate of Aurora
Academy, and a group of misfits and
troublemakers embark on their first mission
with Auri, a stowaway from the distant past.

Any Sign of Life
YA Fiction Carson,R
Paige Miller fears she is the only person left
alive in Ohio until she meets a handful of
other survivors, and together they struggle
with the knowledge that their new reality is
the first part of an alien invasion.

-Aurora Burning (02)
YA Fiction Kaufman,A
-Aurora's End (03)
YA Fiction Kaufman,A

Stronger, Faster, and More Beautiful
YA Fiction Dayton,A
Six interconnected stories that ask how far
we will go to remake ourselves into the
perfect human specimens, and how hard
that will push the definition of human.
The Buried
YA Fiction Grey,M
Ten years ago, disaster struck the remote
town of Indigo Falls. A horrific event drove
the residents underground, into shelters
that keep them safe from the danger on the
surface. Now, a handful of families inhabit
this bunker together, guided by a
charismatic leader named Dr. Imogen
Moran. There are many rules Dr. Moran has
instilled to govern life belowground. You
must always tell the truth. You must avoid
the light of the sun. You must never touch
skin to skin. But the most important rule, the
one that was drilled into their heads from
the moment the hatch slammed shut all
those years ago, was at the very end of the
list.

Sanctuary
YA Fiction Mendoza,P
In 2032, when sixteen-year-old Vali's mother
is detained by the Deportation Forces, Vali
must flee Vermont with her little brother,
Ernie, hoping to reach their Tía Luna in the
sanctuary state of California.
Gearbreakers
YA Fiction Mikuta,Z
In an age of 100-foot-tall mechanical deities
run by a tyrannical regime, two teenaged
girls on opposite sides of a war discover
they are fighting for a common purpose-and falling for each other.
War Girls
YA Fiction Onyebuchi,T
In 2172, when much of the world is unlivable,
sisters Onyii and Ify dream of escaping wartorn Nigeria and finding a better future
together but are, instead, torn apart.
-Rebel Sisters (Sequel to War Girls)
YA Fiction Onyebuchi,T

The Reckoners
Steelheart (Bk.1)
YA Fiction Sanderson,B
At age eight, David watched as his father
was killed by an Epic, a human with
superhuman powers, and now, ten years
later, he joins the Reckoners--the only
people who are trying to kill the Epics and
end their tyranny.
-Firefight (The Reckoners Bk.2)
YA Pbk,S
-Calamity (The Reckoners Bk.3)
YA Fiction Sanderson,B
The Darkness Outside Us
YA Fiction Schrefer,E
Earth's population is divided between only
two existing countries which cannot
manage to cooperate in any way, until a
distress signal arrives from Titan's first
settler. Neither country can afford to rescue
her on their own if they act separately.
Ambrose wakes up on board the
Coordinated Endeavour under strange
circumstances: he doesn't remember the
launch, the ship's OS is voiced by his
mother, strangers have been aboard, and
Kodiak, the only other person on this
mission, has barricaded himself away from
sight.
Rebelwing
YA Fiction Tang,A
At New Columbia Preparatory Academy in a
near-future Washington, D.C., black market
smuggler Prudence Wu and friends Anabel,
Alex, and Cat become key players in a
conflict with the United Continental
Confederacy.

